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Pacific holds human trafficking education event
Jeremy Gottschalk
Staff Reporter

According to a Gallup poll,
35.8 million people work in
some form of slavery around
the world.
The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
reports that America isn’t
exempt from this practice,
with 14,500 to 17,000 people
being imported into U.S. labor
and sex trades each year; 50
percent of those imported are
children.
Of those thousands, a
little under 50 percent were
solicited into prostitution,
with the second leading
industry being forms of
domestic servitude.
On April 15, Michelle
Lacondeguy ’17 used her
experience to educate and
inform
on
anti-human
trafficking efforts.
Lacondeguy interns for
the International Rescue
Committee, which addresses
state refugee and human
trafficking concerns from its
Sacramento headquarters.
The four biggest trafficking
states include our very own

state of California, with
Nevada, New York and Texas
also qualifying.
In California, organizations
like the International Rescue
Committee
have
created
resources for the more
than 1,000 reported people
trafficked into the state each
year.
Michelle hopes to focus
on the Central Valley and
Sacramento areas as she
furthers her research. “The
biggest part of creating this
presentation is not getting
lost in the sheer size of
international
statistics,”
Lacondeguy says, “I’ve taken
to awareness and informing
others on how they can do
something about human
trafficking.
I educate to inspire others
to research and use my
teaching to be aware of signs
related to human trafficking.”
Michelle works alongside
University of the Pacific’s
Student-to-Student Healthy
Relationships Peer Educators.
Educators engage with fellow
students on everything from
bystander
intervention,

Federal Bureau of Investigation
California is one of the largest human trafficking states in the country.

inclusive language, healthy
self-image and recognizing
types of abuse, as well as sex
education and awareness.
Through
monthly
meetings, the team receives
instruction on providing
support services to students
on issues relating to the
creation and development

of healthy relationships. The
S2S Educators then use the
resources at the Multicultural
Center and offer presentations
throughout the year.
While
Lacondeguy’s
anti-human
trafficking
presentation was offered on
April 15, organizations often
request other discussions and

presentations to be given at
their gatherings.
S2S is a paid service, with
listings for job openings
on Tiger Jobs through
insidePacific. If you would
like to speak on healthy
relationships,
consider
applying for next term.

SF Chronicle Editor-in-Chief to speak on campus
Zach Withrow
Sports Editor

Ever since it was announced
Pacific would host a debate
amongst five of California’s
U.S. senatorial candidates,
there has been a noticeable air
of excitement on campus.
Students are discussing the
big event in classes, tickets for
the debate are going fast and
many noteworthy individuals
in news, politics and media

Index

are on their way to Pacific as
you read this.
One of those individuals
is Audrey Cooper, editor-inchief of one of the most widely
circulated newspapers in the
country, the San Francisco
Chronicle, which is one of the
lead sponsors of the senatorial
debate.
Cooper was kind enough
to agree to participate in a
conversation with Pacific
students, which will be held on

Monday, April 25, just hours
before the highly anticipated
debate.
Entitled “New Voters,
New Voices,” the event will
focus on the topic of political
reporting and will include
valuable input from other
local journalists in addition to
Cooper.
Audrey Cooper took over
the job of editor-in-chief
early last year. She is the first
woman to hold the position
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at the Chronicle since its
inception in 1865. Cooper
has been with the Chronicle
since 2006 and previously
spent time with the Stockton
Record, the Associated Press
and the Tri-Valley Herald.
In part, Cooper will discuss
how many millennials state
they are not interested in
political news, despite these
same young people consuming
and producing political news
in great amounts on social

media.
The event will be held on
Monday, April 25, from noon
to 1:30 p.m in the Omega
Phi Alpha Library at the
Vereschagin Alumni House.
Light refreshments will be
served.
Those
interested
are
encouraged to RVSP to
Jennifer Torres Siders via
email
at
jtorressiders@
pacific.edu.
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Preview: Upcoming events worth going to!
Ashneil Randhawa
News Editor

Just because the semester is
winding down, doesn’t mean
activity on campus is similarly
slowing. This upcoming week
is full of events for students
to take part in. Ranging from
public service to musical
performances, banquets to
senatorial debates, these
events offer students a wide
variety of potential enjoyment.
Calaveras Clean Up
This Saturday, April 23,
Religious and Spiritual Life
will team up with Sustaining
Pacific, the branch of campus
dedicated
to
cultivating
sustainability
and
ecofriendly practices, to clean
the banks of the Calaveras
River. The Calaveras River
is the river that cuts across

campus, separating the main
campus from the Thomas J.
Long School of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences, as well as
the Mailroom, Public Safety
HQ and the Cowell Wellness
Center.
Anyone is welcome to attend
and volunteer. The group
will walk along the banks of
the river collecting trash and
recyclables for disposal. All
interested students should go
to the entrance of the DeRosa
University Center at 9 a.m.
to join the group. Water and
snacks will be provided. Help
keep Pacific clean!
University Symphony
Orchestra’s
Final
Performance
Also on Saturday, the
University
Symphony
Orchestra will be putting
on its final performance of

the semester at Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.
The
performance
will
feature works by Beethoven,
Jean Sibelius, Tchaikovsky
and Debussy. The doors
open at 7:30 p.m. General
admission is $10, $5 for
seniors and faculty and free
for Pacific students.
Woodwind Quintet
The
second
in
this
upcoming week’s musical
events is a performance by
the Pacific Arts Woodwind
Quintet on Tuesday, April
26 at Morris Chapel. The
group will perform works by
composers Jennifer Higdon,
Katherine Ann Murdock and
David Sampson.
All works were composed in
the mid-’90s. The Woodwind
Quintet is composed of the
artists-in-residence of the

Dr. Cable Green

Director of Open Education, Creative Commons
April 28, 2016 | University of the Pacific
Register here http://goo.gl/forms/mef7go5m5C
Workshop: 9-10am
For faculty and students: Community Room, Main Library

Public lecture: 2-3pm
“The Learning, Business and Moral Case for Open Educational Resources and
Open Policies,” Janet Leigh Theatre
The Internet, increasingly affordable computing and bandwidth, open licensing, open access journals and open educational resources (OER) provide the
foundation for a world in which a higher education can be a basic human
right. Governments and foundations are supporting this shift with a move to
open policies: requiring public access to publicly (and foundation) funded
resources. Dr. Cable Green, Director of Open Education at Creative Commons,
will provide an overview of open licensing and OER, and discuss specific
examples where institutions, provinces/states, nations and foundations have
moved the default on funding from "closed" to "open." He will also explore new
OER projects that are pushing open education further into the mainstream.

Meet and greet: 3:30pm
Regents room, Refreshments provided

Dr. Green works with the global open education community to leverage open
licensing, open content, and open policies to significantly improve access to
quality, affordable, education and research resources so everyone in the world
can attain all the education they desire. His career is dedicated to increasing
access to educational opportunities for everyone around the world. He’s a
leading advocate for open licensing policies that ensure publicly funded education materials are freely and openly available to the public that paid for
them. Cable has 20 years of academic technology, online learning, and open
education experience and helped establish the Open Course Library. Cable
holds a PhD in educational psychology from Ohio State University, and enjoys
motorcycling and playing in the mountains with his family. He lives in Olympia, WA with his wife and two boys… and tweets @cgreen

2016

Public Safety

Conservatory of Music. The
doors open at 7:30 p.m. It is
$10 general admission, $5 for
seniors and faculty and free
for students with student ID.
Faculty Retirement
On Thursday, April 28,
Pacific’s Provost and Emeriti
Society will be putting on a
reception for retiring faculty
from across all of Pacific’s
schools and campuses.
The reception is meant to
celebrate the achievements
the faculty have made in their
careers.
The retiring faculty include:
Linda Carter, a distinguished
professor of law at McGeorge,
where she especially focused
on
the
death
penalty,
international criminal law
and war tribunals; Katie
Golsan of the College of the
Pacific, where she taught
French and film studies;
Ash Brown and Henry
Sun from the College of
Engineering and Computer
Science; the executive
director of the Dugoni
School of Dentistry Alumni
Association David Nielsen;
and assistant professor of
communications, Alan Ray.
Let’s all wish these
distinguished
Pacificans
good luck and thank them
for their service to our
campus.
Senatorial Debate
Perhaps the biggest
event of the upcoming
week is the U.S. Senatorial
Debate
occurring
on
campus on Monday, April
25. The debate is between
candidates
seeking
to
replace
long-standing
California Sen. Barbara
Boxer, who announced she
is not seeking reelection.
The debate will host
candidates
from
both
parties, three Republicans
and
two
Democrats.
The Democrats include
current California Attorney
General Kamala Harris and
Congresswoman
Loretta
Sanchez.
The
Republican
candidates will be two
former Chairmen of the
California Republic Party,
Tom Del Beccaro and
Duf Sundheim. The last
candidate is Ron Unz, best
known for an (unsuccessful)
gubernatorial run in 1994.
The event will be livestreamed on television
across the state.
Don’t miss out on these
amazing events on our
beautiful campus!

Weekly Report
Apr. 10 - Apr. 16
Welfare Check
Jessie Ballantyne 04.10.16

Officers responded to the
above location when the
reporting party believed a
friend was at risk. Officers
made contact and found the
subject in good spirits.

Welfare Check
Grace Covell 04.10.16

Officers responded to the
above location when the
reporting party believed their
friend was at risk. Officers
located the subject, who was
found cut in several places.
The subject was treated and
transported to St. Joseph’s
Hospital for evaluation.

Theft
DeRosa Center 04.11.16

An employee discovered
someone had removed cash
from their unattended purse
while they were working.

Arrest
Stagg Way 04.11.16

Officers responded to a call of
a female needing assistance.
Upon arrival, officers located
an elderly female who was
intoxicated and unable to
care for herself. Officers
transported the female to
the county jail to allow her to
sober up.

Casualty
DeRosa Center 04.11.16

Officers responded to a call for
a subject who fainted by the
coffee shop. Upon arrival, they
found the female conscious
and alert. She refused medical
assistance, as she was able to
take care of herself.

Theft
Off Campus 04.11.16

The victim reports three
subjects came to their house
on the 3300 block of Pacific
Avenue and asked for money
for a magazine subscription
for a nonprofit. The victim
gave the subjects $140 and
later learned there was no
subscription.

Casualty
Baun Fitness 04.13.16

The subject dropped a weight
on their foot while working
out and needed assistance to
seek treatment at the Health
Center.
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“Ghost in the Shell” faces
The difficulty with
becoming a successful whitewashing controversy
artist as a minority
Sarah Yung
COPY EDITOR

Bloomsbury Review
Maxine Hong Kingston is famous for her novels on Chinese immigrants’
experiences living in the United States.

Andrew Rocha
STAFF REPORTER

Besides writing for The
Pacifican, I write poetry and
attempt to write short stories
and novels.
My ultimate goal is to become an artist who makes
a living off of telling stories
and sharing my imagination.
However, there is one hurdle
I will inevitably have to overcome: the color of my skin.
I am a Mexican American,
and by turning on the news,
it is apparent there are people who want me out of this
country because they assume
I am not American.
Many people are considered minorities in America
because of their race, religion,
sexuality or gender; for these
individuals, life will not be as
easy, especially for those trying to be successful artists.
To be an artist is not an
easy task. Even for someone
who is white, cisgender and
heterosexual, becoming an
artist is not as simple as filling out an application and
submitting a resume to an
employer.
Artists must work hard to
perfect their work and work
just as hard to get their art
noticed. After that, they must
garner enough support so
they can financially care for
themselves and for future
projects.
With each piece, the whole
process starts again until the
artist becomes famous in the
highly subjective art world or
until they die and become famous post-mortem, if at all.
Put frankly, the life of the artist is the life of a gambler —

but those who are successful
and talented enough shape
American culture and history.
For a minority, it is even
more difficult to make an
impact in the art community. Just think back to high
school, and consider all the
artists and writers taught in
class.
Robert Frost, Edgar Allan
Poe, William Shakespeare,
Ray Bradbury: All talented
writers, to be sure, but it is
also quite clear all of them are
white men.
Female writers like Emily
Dickinson and Charlotte Perkins Gilman might be briefly
covered, as well as black writers like Frederick Douglass
and Richard Wright. But
there are some students who
never even hear of gay writers
like Allen Ginsberg or Latino
writers like Gabriel García
Márquez or Asian American
writers like Maxine Hong
Kingston.
The literary canon does
little to shine the spotlight
on minorities, leaving many
in the dark and only a few to
bear witness to the narratives
of the Other.
That is why it is important
for Pacific students to support
one another, especially in the
arts and the humanities.
Whether it be in theatre or
graphic design, or whether a
student is white or Asian, everyone should work together
so everyone’s voice has a
chance to be heard.
When students graduate
from the University of the
Pacific, they should have the
opportunity to become artists
who change the world.

If you’re following any
Asian American activists,
influencers or content creators or websites affiliated
with any of the above, you’ve
likely heard about the recent
controversy surrounding the
live-action adaptation of 1989
manga “Ghost in the Shell.”
Based in a mid-21st century cyberpunk Japan, “Ghost
in the Shell” follows cyborg
Major Motoko Kusanagi as
she leads Public Security Section 9, an organization dedicated to counter cyberterror-

ism. The manga, written and
illustrated by Masamune Shirow, has enjoyed considerable
success, with republishing,
international editions, art,
merchandise and a PlayStation video game, as well as
two film adaptations of the
franchise.
There’s only one problem:
In Hollywood’s 2017 production of the film, protagonist
Motoko Kusanagi will be
played by Scarlett Johansson.
Many people of color and allies immediately protested
this casting, chalking up the
decision as the most recent
instance of Hollywood’s long

and insidious history of whitewashing, which is when white
actors and actresses are hired
to portray characters of color.
Adding fuel to the fire are accusations that Paramount
Pictures and DreamWorks,
the producers of the film,
hired leading visual effects
company Lola VFX to conduct
tests to make Johansson look
more Asian.
So what’s the big deal?
Defenders of the casting suggest that Johansson was hired
whitewashing

continued ON page 4

President Pamela Eibeck
invites all students, faculty and
staff to her Open Office Hours
on Tuesday, April 26, from
4:30-6:00 pm in the President’s
Office in Anderson Hall.
No appointment necessary.
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continued from page 3

based purely on merit and that her
race shouldn’t matter, as she is a big
box office name meant to bring in revenue.
These supporters further argue that
Major Kusanagi is a cyborg anyway,
and as such, question whether her ethnicity and nationality really matter.
Yet the meritocracy argument does
not hold much water when one considers the dearth of representation Asian
Americans and other people of color
face in both television and film.
And in an industry where actors
and actresses of color receive notorious underrepresentation compared to
their Caucasian peers, it is even more
outrageous that this rare Asian protagonist would not be cast as such.
Indeed, for many Asian Americans,
“Ghost in the Shell” represents a
missed opportunity to see themselves
reflected in major roles on the big
screen. To add insult to injury, many
of these same Asian Americans grew
up loving the franchise. Furthermore,
despite the traditionally low Asian representation, there are clearly talented
Asian actresses who could have filled
the role. Actress Rinko Kikuchi, who
thrilled audiences in Guillermo del Toro’s 2013 film “Pacific Rim,” is a fan favorite replacement, and her Academy
Award nomination shows her acting
chops are certainly up to par.
Another common defense of the
casting is that Major Motoko Kusanagi
“looked European” in the manga anyway. But what is it, exactly, that makes
people jump to this conclusion? To

OPINION
presume that fair skin, large eyes and
light hair in a Japanese art form automatically signify whiteness is problematic at least, and absolutely arrogant at most.
As comic artist Mildred Louis advocates on Twitter, Western portrayals
of people of color often skew our vision and make us assume the default
is white, but we must remember that
these traits are not exclusive to one
race. In a Twitter explanation that also
called into play the inherently Japanese themes of “Ghost in the Shell”—
specifically relating Japan’s role as a
technological and economical giant in
the ‘80s-‘90s to its forcible disarming
in WWII—comic book writer Jon Tsuei
stated similar views as Louis, saying,
“…people in the west look at drawings
and see white people. The same is not
true in Asia.”
Additionally, on a fundamental level, the manga is by a Japanese artist,
the character’s name is clearly Japanese and she is living in Japan, presiding over a Japanese prefecture. How
could anyone, in good conscience, argue that she is supposed to be white?
Overall, the contention over “Ghost
in the Shell,” as well as other recent
whitewashing of Asian characters
in films like “Aloha” and “Doctor
Strange,” should serve as a reminder
that Hollywood—and America in general—has not outgrown its racist roots.
People may claim that we live in an
enlightened, post-racist society, but in
many ways, our systems still engage in
the problematic constructions and discourse of imperialism and colonialism.
As Americans, we must hold ourselves,
and our industries, to a sense of greater accountability.
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NEW VOTERS
NEW VOICES
A Conversation about Political Reporting
with San Francisco Chronicle Editor Audrey Cooper

Many Millennials say they’re not interested in news about
government and politics, but that doesn’t mean they’re not
consuming—and producing —political news on a daily basis.
Roughly a quarter of young adults say at least half the
posts on their Facebook feeds relate to politics.

JOIN US

for a conversation on the
ways young adults are engaging and changing political
news, featuring Audrey Cooper, Editor in Chief of the San
Francisco Chronicle.

MONDAY, APRIL 25 | 12 – 1:30 PM.

Vereschagin Alumni House – Omega Phi Alpha Library
Light refreshments will be served | Please RSVP to Jennifer Torres Siders: jtorressiders@pacific.edu
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Pacific students, alumni and faculty share their
best interview tips for landing the perfect job
Jeremy Gottschalk
Staff Reporter

With the anticipation of
another term’s completion,
many Pacific students are
turning to prospects for
employment
during
the
summer months.
Whether it’s for an
internship, career or weekly
gas money, the employment
process begins and ends with
the interview.
Here are 10 of the top tips
to landing your next job, as
presented by University of the
Pacific students and faculty.
1. Smile and Make Eye
Contact. Civil engineering
student Muhammad Khan ‘19
says, “I was really nervous,
but I didn’t want to show
it. Smiling is what people
wanted to see. After smiling,
everything started to flow.
Smiling helped me connect
to the interviewer and
encouraged interest.” Since
interviewing at The Grove,
Muhammad has spent seven
months working in customer
service. Khan intends to
interview for an internship
with a Modesto company
to further his engineering
career, and he says he will
remember to smile!
2.
Know
Your
Strengths. Business major
Erin Spence ‘17, who holds
a double concentration in
marketing and management,
has been working at the
DeRosa University Center
Help Desk for seven months.
Spence remarked, “Know
what you value in a workplace
environment
and
what
you can bring to the table.
Interviewers are going to ask
you for them and where you
think you contribute. I am
very personable and outgoing.
I also enjoy meeting people.
My job requires meeting new
people, sharing information
and having a working
knowledge of the campus and
organizations.” Be aware that
situational questions may
arise, and you may have to
think on your toes.
3. Be Concise and Think
About Your Responses.
Geology major Kaitlin Tanel
‘16 recommended, “Don’t
ramble. Don’t fish for answers;

stick to a logical path and don’t
be distracted. Interviewers
want to see why you chose the
answer. An example I would
give would be that during an
interview, if you are asked
why a conference room was
double booked, explain why
and how you would fix the
problem. It shows you are
responsive and an effective
communicator. Interviewers
look for people who can think
through problems clearly.”
4. Practice Speaking
Before the Interview.
Speech
pathology
major
Megan Germann ‘18 has
worked at the University
Bookstore for two years. She
reflected on how important it is
to think about your responses.
“’Um’s and ‘yeah’s— judging
a cheerleader tryout at my
old high school, I noticed the
nervous people would use a
lot of filler words. It’s better
to pause and think about what
you are going to say instead
of dragging out filler words.
It looks more professional
to formulate your thoughts
and continue to maintain eye
contact.” Practice speaking
with someone before the
interview. Listen to how you
sound and correct any errors
prior to the interview. Practice
with parents, friends, anyone
who will listen. Professors
and faculty are also great
partners.
5. Take a Breath. Biology
major Jessica Yeh ‘19 knows
the importance of this basic
human function. Take your
time and don’t rush through
the interview. It’s more
important to get your points
across clearly than quickly.
Regulating your breathing
effectively will allow you to
elaborate on answers. Taking
a deep breath allows you
to better convey your point
and represent yourself. Deep
breathing can also stimulate
relaxation and allow you
to remain calm throughout
the interview. Some people
may hyperventilate under
pressure, so remembering to
breathe allows you to regain
your thoughts and focus.
6. Get Connected. Pacific
alumna and Assistant Director
of Cooperative Education for

School of Engineering and
Computer Science Irene Camy
referred to the Huffington
Post survey that showed 80
percent of employers look up
the applicant online before
they make the call to schedule
an interview. Professor Camy
stated, “The trick is getting
the interview. Start looking as
soon as possible; November
is ideal. Procrastination is
your worst enemy. Waiting
too long means you’ll be
competing with all the other
applicants. School projects are
pivotal to show what you have
accomplished, along with any
coursework in your major.
You only have an average of
10-15 seconds to impress the
employers, so the top onethird of your resume is critical!
Just as soon as your resume is
strong, go online and upload
it to the job networking
website, LinkedIn. Once a
recruiter likes your resume,
they will go to LinkedIn. It
allows someone to click on
your work. Just as important,
once you have applied to a job
online, search for a college
recruiter for the company
and attempt to connect with
them. Get seen; visibility
and assertiveness are key to
employment. I’d recommend
that you put your LinkedIn
profile on your resume.”
7.
Ask
Questions.
Engineering
management
major Karina Castaneda
’16 interned with McCarthy
Building Co. in San Francisco
from
May
2014
until
November 2014. Castaneda
commented, “Ask questions!
Constantly
update
your
information on the resume.
Job descriptions should fit
your preparations; cater to the
job you want. Each interview
should feel like a different
experience. Each resume,
cover letter and interview
should be unique. CRC is a
great resource and free for
reviewing your resume.”
Alongside
her
was
bioengineering major Erin
Boongaling ‘16, who said,
“Professors and alumni can
also help with targeting
jobs in your field of interest.
First-time interviewers can
do mock interviews, which

allows you to overcome the
jitters. When you are going
in for an interview, you are
worried about impressing
the interviewers, but this is
a chance for you to interview
them as well.” Castaneda
continued, “Asking questions
turns it into a conversation
and
allows
back-andforth. Preparing questions
beforehand allows you to
know about the workplace.
Say you are a business major
and work at Starbucks; you’ll
see job opportunities and first
impressions, which can set
the bar for your future jobs.
Follow-ups and thank you
emails a few days after can also
leave a lasting impression.”
8. Dress For Success.
Biology major Alana Manning
‘18 reflected, “My mother
instilled in me to always
look the part. This day and
age, people forget to take
into
consideration
your
attire and how it plays into
an interview. I have had five
jobs that have given me a
full range of experiences.
When interviewed for Best
Buy‘s Mobile Phone Sales
Department, I wore black
slacks, heels and a blue
collared shirt. While working
at Visionary Home Builders,
I worked as an Intern
Leasing Agent for Property
Management. I had to wear
a blazer or slacks with heels.
During this initial interview,
I wore a full suit since I
was to meet the CEO of the
company. One of the other
applicants had on capris and
sandals; I believe that affected
her chances being hired.
Look clean; have your nails
trimmed or manicured, ironed
shirt and pants and shower.
Straighten untamed hair or
at least make it presentable.
Dressing nice gives me control
and confidence and makes me
feel really good.”
9. Build Networks.
Director Margaret Roberts
of Pacific’s Eberhardt Career
Management Center begins
her 15th year here at Pacific
while pursuing her Master’s
in Education as a student.
As her business students
in their junior and senior
years are required to take a

one-unit career development
course, they cover personal
commercials,
or
the
“elevator pitch,” and provide
guidance on interviews and
how to present yourself
professionally, as well as the
importance of networks and
relationships.
Roberts
said,
“The
interview
process
has
a
transactional
quality
similar to when a career is
undergoing its many phases.
Some careers plateau, some
end up retiring, while others
change directions. Changing
directions may require going
back to school or relearning. If
we build trusted relationships
over the course of our career’s
evolution, we can rely on our
connections at each of the
transitions.”
She also commented, “I
see students fail to realize
that the person they are
sitting next to in school
could be a resource. People
tend not to take advantage
of that. I recommend people
attend events; they end
up learning something or
shaping their own views as
to career progression. It’s
an interesting experience
to watch ‘the lightbulbs’ of
students turn on throughout
the semester as they discover
that networking may become
harder after school.”
10.
Consider
your
Recruiter. The recruiting
role is often entry-level
and thus sees a lot of
turnover. It makes for an
interesting dynamic in a
key stakeholder. Companies
who seek employment from
colleges often use similaraged employees to recruit
new members. While this is
not exclusive, you will likely
face a high proportion of
Millennial recruiters 1-5 years
out of college. Use this to your
advantage! Knowing how to
approach someone through
similar interests or views can
make an interview enjoyable
for the both of you.
After reading these tips,
you should now be prepared
to seek out some promising
jobs. Good luck on those
interviews, Tigers!
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Launch Your Career
with the Early Advantage MBA
ALL MAJORS — NO WORK EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
•

Accelerated 16-month program

•

Graduate-level business internship

•

Overseas travel and study

•

Dedicated career management
resources

•

General Management and
Healthcare Management tracks

•

Dual-degree programs: PharmD/
MBA, JD/MBA, PeaceCorps/MBA

Apply Today! Go.Pacific.edu/MBA
Join us INFORMATION SESSION

Thursday, April 28, 2016 | 5:30-6:30 P.M. Weber 202
Learn About:
• The benefits of earning an MBA
• Graduate Testing Options
• Prerequisites
• Merit-Based Scholarship Opportunities
• Review Part-time MBA in Sacramento

Reserve your spot:
mba@pacific.edu
209.946.2629
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MEN’S CLUB VOLLEYBALL
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SPORTS

Tigers win NCCVL
Championship

Athlete of
the Week

Gio Brusa ‘16
Carl Wheeler
The Tigers went 10-0 in their division and had the second-highest point
differential in their conference at +166.

Zach Withrow
Sports Editor

Earlier
this
month,
the Pacific men’s club
volleyball team wrapped
up an outstanding season
with a Northern California
Collegiate Volleyball League
Championship title and an
appearance in the National
Collegiate
Volleyball
Federation Championships.
After entering the season
unranked in January, the
Tigers fought their way to
a 22-11 record, including a
second straight season of
undefeated play at home,
and finished the year
ranked No. 19 nationwide
in Division II. The team was
ranked as high as No. 14
during the regular season
and entered the national
tournament at No. 9.
“This team is by far the
best and my favorite team
that I have played on,” said
right side hitter and Club
President Carl Wheeler.
“Every game, we proved our
heart in the face of adversity
and our care for each other
on the court.”
On April 2, the men
confirmed
that
their
dominance
during
the
regular season was no fluke,
as they defeated quarterfinal
winner UC Davis three
sets to one in the NCCVL
semifinals: 25-21, 25-20, 2628, 27-25.
The following day, the
Tigers willed their way to

victory in the championship
match over rival Humboldt
State, 3-2.
The victory did not come
easily, as Pacific found
themselves down 0-2 after
initially possessing leads in
the first two sets, falling 2125 and 23-25, respectively.
Pacific did not panic, though,
and returned in the third set
ready to mount a comeback.
Outside
hitter
Joe
Herbert ’17, who was later
named League MVP, helped
lead the effort in the first
of three must-win sets, as
did outside hitter Micah
Goshi ’17, who received AllConference Second Team
honors. After taking that
set 25-18, the Tigers looked
even stronger in the fourth,
evening the score with a 2516 win.
In accordance with indoor
volleyball rules, the fifth and
final set was played to 15,
and the Tigers completed
their tremendous comeback
with a 15-8 victory to take
the NCCVL Championship.
All-Conference
Second
Team libero Jason Wu ’18
played a big role in securing
the victory, leaving it all out
on the court as he made
some excellent plays late in
the set.
“This match told the
story of our season,” said
Wheeler, who also received
All-Conference
Second
Team honors. “We knew if
they had the will, they could

Right fielder Gio Brusa ‘16 of the Pacific baseball team has earned WCC Player of the
Week honors after a monster stretch of plate appearances. From last Tuesday’s win over
Fresno State to Sunday’s win over Portland, Brusa hit .636 with six runs batted in, three
home runs, eight walks and five runs scored. (Photo c/o Edna Rush)

Weekly home SCHEDULE
MEN’S TENNIS
Friday, April 22
vs. San Diego
1 p.m.
Eve Zimmerman Tennis
Center
Saturday, April 23
vs. BYU
1 p.m.
Eve Zimmerman Tennis
Center

SOFTBALL

BASEBALL

Saturday, April 23
vs. San Diego
Noon
Bill Simoni Field

Friday, April 22
vs. LMU
7 p.m.
Klein Family Field

Saturday, April 23
vs. San Diego
2 p.m.
Bill Simoni Field

Saturday, April 23
vs. LMU
7 p.m.
Klein Family Field

Sunday, April 24
vs. San Diego
1 p.m.
Bill Simoni Field

Sunday, April 24
vs. LMU
1 p.m.
Klein Family Field

For more information, check out the official
Pacific Athletics website at pacifictigers.com.
take it from us, so after the first
two sets, we knew that we had
to earn what we deserved, and
we delivered.”
After the Tigers won
their division, they headed
to Louisville, Kentucky to
compete in the NCVFC.
Unfortunately, Pacific was
knocked out of the gold bracket
and later the silver final four
bracket, but they did not walk
away discouraged, as they went

4-4 overall at Nationals. And
while some standout players,
such as All-Conference First
Team middle blocker Byrne
Belden ’16, will be graduating
this year, the Tigers will
have plenty of talented and
driven individuals who are
determined to take home a
National Championship next
year.
For now, though, the Tigers
will celebrate their NCCVL

Championship, which they
have dedicated to playercoach Justin Gibbs ’16. Gibbs
suffered an injury early in the
year and took on the role of
coaching the Tigers from the
sideline. The men credit Gibbs
with helping build the team
into the powerhouse it was this
season and, with the hard work
and dedication displayed this
year, it will surely continue to
be. Congrats, Tigers!
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ON THE WATERFRONT

“It’s not just UNIVERSITY it’s a way of
LOFTS
a place to live,
life!”

check us out

today!

209.323.3056 | UNIVERSITYLOFTS.ORG | NICK.GRAY@UNIVERSITYLOFTS.ORG

